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Welcome to Vidiots Virtual Post

We are excited to offer great solutions for editing from home. Below are the new features
we currently offer.

New Features:

1. Workflow Solutions: Due to the change in workflow VVP has added a few services
that help keep things moving as quick as possible and smoothly.

a. High-speed upload/download stations. Clients now can have access to
separate stations for any footage that needs to be delivered via internet.
These systems are on separate lines in order to not slow down the speed
needed for our remote systems.

b. Remote Finishing: Remote finishing has now been added with various ways
to screen. Flexibility is a must so we will work with you to figure the best
workflow for video and audio finishing.

c. Keypad access. We have now updated our 24 hour access capabilities with
keypad and remote access. This means anyone can  have instant access to
our facility if need be. Via a messenger dropping a drive off or a PA with
footage showing up after a long day.

d. New Website: Coming soon. Easy access to systems 24 hours a day.
Features to help post workflow, scheduling and pricing at any time. Now with
more flex schedules you won’t be waiting for answers from a typical sales
person.

e. NO Salespeople: We aren’t trying to say salespeople are bad but at VVP you
speak directly to the owner. No games with pricing or hiding behind policy.
What is promised at that moment goes.



FEATURES

1. Remote Editing: Editors can edit from anywhere in the world with a simple internet
connection.

Workflow: We have created a workflow where all editors will receive edit systems
that will remote into our shared storage as if you are working within our facility
sharing the same project and footage. This being said we are flexible and can
accommodate clients with their own systems.

2. Producer Stations: Producers can also access the same project and footage.

Workflow: Producers will receive a scaled down system that can remote into our
shared storage.

3. Virtual Edit Rooms: Communicate like your sitting in the edit room. Any person on
the team will be able to access edits and communicate with the editor in real time.
No need to send links.

4. Tech Issues: Of course we try to keep any tech issues to a minimum but if anything

pops up our team can handle the problem immediately via remote.

What's To Come:

We are currently working on many features that help the ever changing workflow and the
way producers and production managers are working. One such feature is, our website is
currently being designed so all orders can be done by simply signing into your profile and
listing what is needed, when you need it and where it will go. Once order is placed you can
print the calendar for your convenience. From there anytime day or night you can adjust the
calendar/order.

Please let me know if you have any questions. I would welcome any opportunity to discuss.
We also are offering sample systems that we can send out so you can see for yourself how it
works.
I can be reached at anthonyamoia@vidiots.tv or my cell 917-612-2800

All the Best,

Anthony Amoia
Partner


